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Abstract: The diverse user demands in the system supported with the internet of things are often managed efficiently, using the
computing system that is pervasive. Pervasive computing system in an integration of heterogeneous distributed network and
communication technologies and other referred as the ubiquitous computing. All though it handles the user requirement properly.
The ingenuousness in the conveyance of the information, in the standard of handling and extending the heterogeneity assistance
for the dispersed clients are still under construction in the as it is very challenging in the pervasive computing system. In order to
provide proper and a steadfast communication for the users using an IOT based wearable health care device the paper introduces
the new dispersed and elastic computing model (DECM). The developed system utilizes the recurrent-learning for the examining
the allocation of resources according to the requirements as well as the allotment aspects. Based on the determined requirements
of the resources, the pervasive computing system provide services to the user in the end with minimized delay and enhanced rate
of communication for the health care wearable devices. The developed system emphasis also on managing the mobility, apart from
allocation of resources and distribution for proper data conveyance over the wearable health care device. The working of the laid
out system is determined by the experimental analysis. The constancy of the model developed is demonstrated utilizing the metrics
such as the failure of request, time of response, managed and backlogged requests, bandwidth as well as storage used. The
developed model heightens the number of request managed properly (handled) along with the bandwidth and storage and minimizes
the failure in requests, backlogs and the time taken for response.
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1. Introduction

The recent developments of the applications that are capable of sensing and communicating ubiquitously
has modernized and transformed the world into a “pervasive computing system environment (PCSE)”. The
device with the capacity to operate without wires, enriched with sensing units as well as processing and
deciding capabilities are combined with the tangible world objects to create the proper service delivery for
the internet of things. This sort of service are highly demanded for the commercial sectors, healthcare
sectors, business and IT sectors, as well as in communicating and multimedia sectors. The user demands
are satisfied by delivering a prompt service provisions, and by enhancing the “querying requests.” PCSE
combines a broad scope of “dispersed and local resources, the communication methodologies, the third
party applications and the services.” This PCSE follows a strategy that engages multiple layers that does
the service-fetching from the outside paradigms like cloud computing and make sure that the required
resources are available at the user edge i.e. the IOT based wearable heath care device (IOT-WHCD)

Integrating a broad range of devices ranging from sensors to intelligent equipment’s is the key for accessing
the network as well as the multitudes of resources. The consumers were allowed to have an undisturbed,
ubiquitous right to use the resources all over the world by extending the communication via the devices of
the end users. The equipment’s enabled different variety of applications by connecting to the clients with
the outside networks and the services via conveyance methodology that is adaptable.

The important requirements of the user in ubiquitous services provisioning is (i) focusing on the service,
(ii) providing robust services satisfying the user requisitions. PCSE enables the right to use the devices that
are heterogeneous as form of services. The service are provided via networks used for extending the
communication by integrating the “communication interface of various service systems and the
fundamental systems.” PCSE is distributed system with the right to use the various computing paradigms
in order to satisfy the demands of the users. Some of the service provided by the PCSE are the “simultaneous
right to use for users, service configuration, computing questions, allotment of resources and distribution
of resources”. The data were dispersed across various health care sectors and flexibility in the conveyance
was performed by combining various sensors clique supported by the internet of things. In order to
accomplish a robust service for the edge users, the SDN, mobile-networks, medical sensor data centers,
dispersed servers and the edge processing networks were incorporated.

In case of the large scale PCSE, extending a reliable and a flexible communication is essential but
complicated and challenging. For the Iot based wearable health care device on the PCSE the paper has
developed a new dispersed and elastic computing model (DECM). The developed system utilizes the
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recurrent-learning for the examining the allocation of resources according to the requirements as well as
the allotment aspects. Based on the determined requirements of the resources, the pervasive computing
system provide services to the user in the end with minimized delay and enhanced rate of communication
for the health care wearable devices. The developed system emphasis also on managing the mobility, apart
from allocation of resources and distribution for proper data conveyance over the wearable health care
device.

•

•
•

The laid out design improves the speed of computing the requests, by balancing the request flowing
in the network. The balancing of the request is done utilizing the recurrent-learning. This brings
down the response time and heightens the requests handled.
The bandwidth rate is improved by optimizing the storage employing the recurrent learning.
Experimental analysis of the laid out design and comparison of results with the existing methods.

The proposed methodology is formulated with the related works in section 2, proposed work in section 3,
experimental analysis in section 4 and conclusion in section 5.

2. Related Works

Azariadi et al [1] has proposed a procedure to analyze the ECG and distinguish the heartbeat and further
applied the procedure to a wearable health care device that does a constant 24x7 monitoring. Haghi et al
[2] presents the review of WHCD both in the scientific papers and commercial efforts. Lomotey, et al [3]
presented an “IOT architecture that for data streaming delivering a traceability of data route from the
originating source to the Health data center, the method was devised to overcome the complexities in device
data mapping and matching using the enhanced petri net service model.”

Yang et al [4] “proposed a new method for ECG monitoring based on the IOT techniques, ECG data are
collected utilizing the wearable monitoring node and are transmitted directly to the IOT cloud using Wi-Fi.
Both the HTTP and he MQTTP are engaged in the IOT cloud in order to deliver visual and timely ECG
data to users”.

Hayek, et al [5] performed the "Smart wearable system for safety-related medical iot application: Case of
epileptic patient working in industrial environment. “DE Silva, et al [6] “developed a remote care taking
applications that could be integrated for patients. This system is utilized as a sensor integrated shoe and a
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waist belt. The data measured using the device is forwarded to the cloud and stored for further analysis and
made available for the further researches.

Al-Makhadmeh, et al [7] utilizes the deep learning method and learns the previous analysis and does the
prognosis of the disease related to the heart. The system utilized the “higher order Boltzmann deep belief
neural networks”. Baig et al [8] presents a “Systematic Review of Wearable Sensors and IoT-Based
Monitoring Applications for Older Adults–a Focus on Ageing Population and Independent Living."

Sabban, Albert et al [9] does the "Compact Wearable Meta Materials Antennas for Energy Harvesting
Systems, Medical and IOT Systems." Dey, Nilanjan et al [10] elaborated the challenges and the applications
of the implantable and wearable medical devices. Balasubramaniam, et al [11] presented the "IoT‐Based
Noninvasive Wearable and Remote Intelligent Pervasive Healthcare Monitoring Systems for the Elderly
People."

Greco, Luca et al [12] presented the "Trends in IoT based solutions for health care: moving AI to the Edge."
Smys, S., et al [13] discussed the “Big Data Business Analytics as a Strategic Asset for Health Care
Industry." Duraipandian et al [14] presented the "Cloud based Internet of Things for smart connected
objects." Pandian, A. Pasumpon et al [15] performed the "Effective Fragmentation Minimization by Cloud
Enabled Back up Storage." Joy Iong-Zong Chen et al [16] has discussed the. "Special Section on Innovative
Engineering Solutions for Future Health Care Informatics." Raj, Jennifer S et al [17] has presented the.
"Recurrent Neural Networks and Nonlinear Prediction in Support Vector Machines."

3. Dispersed and Elastic Computing Model

The flexibility and the elasticity are the inbuilt attributes of the PCSE, this enables the heterogeneous device
operation providing an improved level of interoperability. The DECM proposed in the paper is utilized for
delivering the service assistance for many users concurrently. The rate of conveyance in delivering the
service is improved by computing the requests and the optimizing the storage using the recurrent-learning.
The block diagram in figure.1 presents the frame-work proposed.
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Figure.1 Block Diagram Proposed

The important planes that constitute the laid out design are the cloud, device, substructure, and the
ubiquitous layer. The ubiquitous layer is enriched with various users, portable devices with IOT-WHCD
that has requests for resources from the cloud plane. The plane accepts the applications that are mixed and
the conveying methodology to examine the user requirements according to the standards of the information
storage. The data analytics and the computing are also present in this plane. The device plane constitutes
Control plane as in SDN and does the significant process the, computing of requests and the optimizing of
storage to enhance the communication rate. The access points, gateways and the BS are equipped in the
substructure plane that assist the heterogeneous communication incorporating a broad range of data
conveyance technology that is based on the sensor associated with the internet of things. The significance
of the substructure plane is its capability to cover broad scope of geographical area offering ubiquitous
communication to the consumers. The cloud plane is a storehouse that stores the gathered information’s to
be used in the future. The committed cloud services handled the requisition of the client’s about the
information stored and takes the responsibility of computing and allocating the resources. Though the
anytime, anywhere right to use is provided by the cloud for the authenticated clients it still work only as a
third party.

To enhance the rate of conveyance the proposed design processes the request and optimizes the storage
using the recurrent-learning. The processing the request enables one to arrange the request and deliver them
to the cloud plane using the personal device either utilizes the Wi-Fi, or the Zig-Bee to upload the requests.
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This is minimizes the time of required in computing the requests and also the blocking possibilities and
provides the seamless flow of data in the PCSE the request processing rate is estimated as in equation 1

𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 x 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡

(1)

Since the environment is pervasive the requests rate and the devices number keep on changing altering the
processing rate of the requests , so the scalability function for the present rate of processing and the change
processing rate are fixed equal to 1, to minimize the processing time and process maximum of request from
maximum devices. The scalability function is achieved using the two factors device connectivity probability
and the rate of request arrival as in equation 2 and 3

1

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑦 = 𝜌 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝜏 ∀ 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 ≥ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (2)

Where 𝜌 = normalization factor 𝜏 = exponent for connectivity the rate of arrival is shown in the equation
3

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 = ∑𝑖=1
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑖

(3)

Based on the above equations the balancing rate for the requests flowing in and out of the network to
minimize the delay in the delivery is achieved using the equation (4)

𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑋 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑋 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛
= {(1 − ∆)𝑋 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 (4)
𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙
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The inconsistencies in the conveyance are managed by engaging the recurrent-learning. The require
outcome is achieved by managing the errors in the hidden layers, the learning process for the request
processing and the storage optimization is shown in figure. 2(a) and 2(b)

Figure. 2 Recurrent-Learning (a) Request Processing and (b) Storage

The prerequisite storage for the request is estimated using the learning process as shown in equation 5

1
𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙
1
𝑙
+
1
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
log (
)
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒 𝑟𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠
1−
𝑙−1

(5)

The computing of resources reduced the bottle necks in the conveyance of the requests and enhances the
flow of request and the optimized storage assigns the storage for variety of requests with varying densities
eluding the bottlenecks in the resource allocation process.
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4. Experimental Analysis

The proposed mechanism is evaluated on a network simulator-2 engaging more than 500 IOT based
WHCD, the parameter used are listed in the table.1 below and the evaluation of the model consistency
developed is demonstrated utilizing the metrics such as the failure of request, time of response, managed
and backlogged requests, bandwidth as well as storage. The results obtained are compared with the existing
methods to evince the robustness of the designed DECM.

Table.1 Parameter and Configuration

The time taken for providing the response is presented is mapped in the figure. 3, as the computing of the
request reduces the backlogs and speeds up the process minimizing the delay and as well as minimizing the
average response time required compared to the existing.

The balancing rate makes sure that the maximum number of requests are serviced in the with the specified
service time minimizing the time taken for response. With the help of the optimization process over the
storage, the requests are allotted with the proper resources in a linear mode taking into consideration the
units of storage and changing the consecutive requests
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Figure. 3 Time Taken for Response

.

Table. 2 Request Handled, Backlogs, Failures

The RRL process engaged for minimizing the error in the requests received and for optimizing the storage
enhances the resource allotment process, improving the dormantness in managing the requests and
heightens the count id requests handled as well as computed by the system designed. The resource handled,
the number of backlogs and the failures experienced in the existing and the proposed design are compared
in the table.2
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5. Conclusion

DECM designed in the paper enhances the conveyance robustness, of the ubiquitous systems for the IOT
based WHCD. The RRL process used computes the requests and optimizes the storage minimizing the
bottle necks in the conveyance of the requests and enhancing the flow of request. Further the optimized
storage assigns the storage for variety of requests with varying densities eluding the bottlenecks in the
resource allocation process. The experiment observations demonstrates the constancy of the proposed
designed against the existing system. The future scope of the paper is to develop the system supporting the
edge network with supplementary enhancements to aid the simultaneous heterogeneous applications.
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